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After her ex-husband Carlos shoots Celeste three times in the gut, it's time to play dirty. In the fight
for her godson, Rob, she hires three outlawed and redneck brothers to bring him back to her. But
nothing can be that simple in the South. What begins as a small rescue mission rises to a southern
battle royale. This odd team must shoot their way through gorgeous female assassins, Native
American hunters, Federal agents, and a whole lot of metal coming after them, while protecting
Celeste's innocent child. When three redneck brothers agree to help a woman save her godson from
an abusive stepfather, they become targets on the run from an odd cast of characters. For some
reason I had been keeping putting this movie off, as I didn't expect it to be much fun. Boy was I
wrong. This movie is quite awesome. This is an adrenaline-filled, testosterone-dripping man's movie.

The story in "The Baytown Outlaws" is about the Oodie brothers who do dirty and shady jobs for
cash. And when they take on the job of reclaiming a boy they might have bitten off more than they
could chew...

"The Baytown Outlaws" is entertaining in every sense of the word. The storyline is good and has a
good, continual flow to the storyline. And the situation evolves nicely as the Oodie brothers get
further and further in over their heads.

But the cast they had for the movie was really pulling their load and weight of the movie. Clayne
Crawford, Travis Fimmel and Daniel Cudmore did really good jobs as the Oodie brothers (Brick,
McQueen and Lincoln, respectively). But also a thumbs up to Thomas Brodie-Sangster for his
portrayal of Rob, that was just great. I will say that I am usually not much of a fan of Billy Bob
Thornton and his soul patch, but he was quite good in the role of the drug dealing boss.

As for the characters in the movie, well strap yourself in for a treat, because there were spared no
expense in the department of fleshing out and detailing characters. Especially the Oodie brothers,
they were just a heap of entertainment in themselves. But also Carlos, his temper and attitude was
just plain fun to behold.

There is a unique touch to the movie, and I can't really put my finger on it, but I think it is a
combination of the acting, the storyline, the gritty feel of the movie and the camera-work all put
together.

"The Baytown Outlaws" really surprised me and it was good entertainment from start to end. This
movie can warmly be recommended if you are looking for about 98 minutes worth of great
entertainment. If this isn't the worst movie for 2012 then heaven help any movie worst than this one.
It simply amazes me why decent actors and actresses take roles in movies like this. Billy Bob
Thornton was an Oscar nominated actor not too long ago, Eva Longoria while not a great actress has
the long running "Desperate Housewives" to her credit so you wouldn't think it's money that
motivates her, but whatever it was that made these folks sign on this this worthless piece of trash,
after viewing this total waste of time, I suspect their respective fans bases will be greatly diminished,
at least I hope so. Listen, whatever you do, do not buy, download, or watch this movie, Hollywood
has to get the message that the viewing public has some sense of what is worthy of our support. This
crap they are trying to pass off as a movie or some form of entertainment has to stop. This hunk of
junk STINKS....avoid it!! The tin-earned dialogue and haphazard plotting are more reminiscent of
Tarantino's frequent collaborator Robert Rodriguez. a5c7b9f00b 
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